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1. Important Notes
Important – Please read the following section carefully to avoid damaging the system in
which the device is to be operated.
This chapter provides an overall summary of the most important security issues, requirements
and comments.

A DAMAGED HAZARD LIGHTS CONTROLLER MUST BE DISCONNECTED
IMMEDIATELY FROM THE POWER SUPPLY AND REMOVED. NEVER CONTINUE
TO USE A DAMAGED HAZARD LIGHTS CONTROLLER.

1.1.

Personnel Qualifications

Installation must be carried out by a qualified person trained in the field of electrical
engineering, the current norms and guidelines for the devices. This person is responsible for
determination of the suitability of this product, selection of the cross-section of the wires,
wiring methods, interconnects, and complying with any regulations, standards, or codes. Do
not use this product if you are unsure if you have the necessary skills.

1.2.

Working environment

This product has been designed for use in an environment that meets the IP44 protection class
criteria. The device is protected against objects larger than 1mm, however, water resistance is
not guaranteed.

1.3.

Technical Condition

During any change in the wiring of the Hazard Lights Controller, the voltage tap connectors
(power supply from the car's battery) should be DISCONNECTED. This will prevent
accidental damage and ensure personal security. Before connecting the voltage connectors to
the Hazard Lights Controller, the correct wiring should be checked.
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1.4.

Disposal

1.4.1.Electrical and Electronic Equipment

Used electrical and electronic devices must not be disposed of with domestic waste.
The device contains valuable raw materials which can be recycled. Therefore, dispose of the
device at the appropriate collecting depot (EU directive 2012/19/EU)

2.

Intended use

Electric cars are relatively new to the automotive world and are powered by batteries installed
in the car. They are also becoming more popular in motorsports. Due to the voltage in the
battery that is dangerous to life and health, the car must meet safety standards and
requirements.
In the case of motorsports, these standards are set by the FIA (International Automobile
Federation). It is the most important organization in motorsport dealing with their
organization, monitoring and management. It associates 157 national organizations from 118
countries around the world. The FIA headquarters are located in Paris at Place de la
Concorde, and its current president is a former rally pilot, father of the Ferrari factory team's
successes in Formula 1, a Frenchman, Jean Todt.
Therefore, in order to become safer, each car participating in motorsports must be approved.
Homologations are a topic that keeps many players awake at night. The lack of one tag or
sticker on any of the competitor's safety elements can cause big trouble during the
competition. There are legends about bizarre situations. Many of them could be avoided by
reading the documents posted on the FIA website. Basically, the most important and simplest
division of approvals is their breakdown by equipment. Therefore, approvals are divided into
those for helmets, non-flammable clothing, seat belts, the HANS system and bucket seats. In
addition, the list of all approvals also includes those describing, among others, extinguishing
systems.
We must also not forget the appendix "J" and in particular the article 253, which describes the
safety equipment. We will find there a lot of important information, ranging from the
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principles of constructing safety cages (which allow for a great freedom in their construction),
through power switches and safe fuel tanks, to the principles of installing brake or fuel lines.
There is no doubt that Appendix "J" is required reading for every competitor planning to build
a safe and compliant sports car. In an electric racing car, it is very important to have some
systems to indicate to the tracking judges whether the car is safe to operate or not. Typically
this system is a light that can be found either at the highest point of the chassis or at a
prominent point parallel to the vehicle's axis. Safety indicators alert you if a vehicle is in a
dangerous condition and is required for all vehicle classes.
Requirements for color, location, functions and connections are specified in the vehicle class
and must meet the following conditions. The gauges must alert the driver and staff that the
high voltage system is on and the vehicle may move unexpectedly. They must be visible from
the outside to the driver and operating personnel, even in direct sunlight. The operation of the
system is reduced to white light at the front and orange at the rear when the throttle pedal is
active. In addition, the system must be reliable, using at least two independent circuits which
are routed in such a way that both are unlikely to be damaged in an accident. Indicators must
be powered from an isolated power supply operating directly on the power bus or have an
independent battery supply. Where required by the vehicle class, additional indicators shall be
visible when an insulation fault occurs. This will require an indication even after the power
circuit has been turned off and therefore a specific shutdown procedure will be required.
In the event of a main power failure, the system must monitor the vehicle's status for 15
minutes from the auxiliary power.
Indications must be visible from anywhere around the car. To achieve this, the manufacturer
may install multiple devices.

3.

Device Description

3.1. Attributes
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

compliance with the standard FIA.
Five independent outputs.
Fast overcurrent protection for each outputs.
Softstart for every outputs.
Auto-start(10 seconds) for every outputs.
2kV galvanic separation.
Self-backup supplies.
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3.2. General Description

The whole system consists of:

•

main controller

The main controller is a microprocessor system that communicates with the car via the CAN
BUS 2.0B line. It has one supply input and a communication line on the battery side of the
car, hereinafter referred to as the primary supply side. There are five output on the insulated
side, hereinafter referred to as the secondary side. Four of them are designed to connect Led
Lamps – safety lamp indicator and one output to power any system with a supply voltage of
12V and current efficiency less than or equal to 1A. It can be, for example, a telemetry
system.
Each of the outputs is secured with a quick, erasable fuse system that protects the connected
wires as well as the receiver itself. The recommended minimum cross-section of the cables is
0.5 mm2. After diagnosing the fault, the controller cuts off the damaged output for 10 seconds
and then tries to restart it.
Continuation of operation of the system with a damaged cable or LED lamp is permissible.
Additionally, the user can replace the damaged cable or lamp when the system is in operation.
The system is fully isolated from the car's voltage, thus ensuring safety against electric shock.
The main function of the controller system is collecting the necessary information about the
car, such as driving readiness, power supply parameters, communication line status, insulation
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condition. These signals are appropriately processed and sent to each of the connected LED
lamps. This signal is highly resistant to interference and an additional current protection
system in the controller makes it possible to continue its operation when the communication
cable or the LED lamp is damaged.
The system is additionally equipped with a battery back-up system in the event of a power
outage on the primary side and no ignition off signaling, the controller will go into emergency
power mode. It will continue to work indicating the driving readiness and insulation
condition. After 30 minutes, the system will automatically turn off.
The system automatically charges the battery system when the primary power is connected.

Batteries should be replaced once a year.
•

safety lamp indicator – led lamp

The lamp arrangement consists of two light fields. One field shows that the vehicle is ready to
drive, the other – the insulation condition.
Vehicle readiness in the case of lamps installed in the front should be signaled in white, the
rear lamp should glow in orange. The side lamps do not display the vehicle's operational
readiness.
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In the case of signaling the insulation status – the correct condition is displayed as green,
while the fault is displayed as red flashing with a frequency of 4Hz. Red color indicates an
alarm condition. This color is displayed on all lamps.
This error condition occurs when the following occurs:

- insulation failure – resistance less than 100kOhm,
- power failure from the battery side and the controller did not recive the ignition
switch off signal

According to the FIA standard, the lack of light in the lamp also means an alarm condition.
The situation takes place when the led lamp's power cord is damaged.
Lamps are delivered appropriately marked according to their destination. To ensure good
visibility, four lamps should be placed around the vehicle. The recommended lamp mounting
is front, back and side. These lamps must be mounted parallel to the axis of the vehicle.
Each of the lamps can be configured depending on the destination. The dipwitch is located on
the bottom layer of the LED lamp – in order to get to it, you need to unscrew the lamp. In
case of a wrong lamp configuration – more than one dip is on, the lamp will not display any
color.

A drawing showing an example of a lamp configuration – a
lamp mounted on the front:

The maximum number of LED lamps that can be connected to the controller is four. Each of
the lamps has a thermal protection to prevent damage to the LEDs. In the event of exceeding
the temperature of 50 degrees Celsius inside the lamp housing reduces the power by half. This
does not apply to red LEDs.
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3.3. Assembly
Sample installation of Hazard Lights in a car:

Due to damage to the vehicle in the event of side impacts, it is recommended to route the
cables on both sides of the vehicle. This prevents damage to the wiring of the entire system in
the event of a side impact. For good visibility, place the lamps in the car wheel parallel to the
vehicle axis.
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3.4. Ordering Information
The system kit includes a controller with four LED lamps. Connection cables are not included
in the kit. It is possible to order cables after prior contact with the ELIMEN GROUP
company.
Currently the system works with the Fiat 500e car. If you want to use the system in
another car or system where there is a CAN communication cable, please contact
ELIMEN S.A.

4.

Handling

4.1. Connection
Top View

Connector
1
2
3
4
5
6

Side
Secondary
Secondary
Secondary
Secondary
Secondary
Primary

I/O
Output
Output
Output
Output
Output
Input

Function
Additional device
LED Lamp 1
LED Lamp 2
LED Lamp 3
LED Lamp 4
Power / CAN
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PIN
1
2
3
4

PIN
1
2
3
4

Function
GND
GND
Signal
+12V

Function Connector 1..4
GND
GND
Signal
+12V

Function Connector 5
GND
GND
+12V
+12V
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4.2. Physical Mounting

Connector
Automotive connectors

Housing
DT06-4s

Crimps
1062-16-1222

Wedgelock
W4-S

Four crimps come into one plug.
The tools for use in assembling the above connectors:
Application tooling
Hand tool for solid
Contacts

Official Hand Crimping Tool
HDT-48-00
HDT-1561

HDT-50-00

4.3. Can line termination resistor 120R
CAN has a bus topology. The bus is a type of network architecture in which all transmission
devices (so-called nodes) are connected in series with a transmission medium that is common
to them. Two signals are used to transmit information via the bus: CAN High (CAN_H) and
CAN Low (CAN_L). The most common transmission medium for CAN is a two-wire
electrical cable. At both ends of the bus, the cable lines are connected with a terminating
resistor with a resistance of 120 R, which makes the bus insensitive to signal reflections. The

diagram of the CAN network is shown below:

If the Hazard Lights Controller is not at the end of the
communication line, please contact Elimen Group Company
before ordering and we will remove the terminating resistor.
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5.

Housing
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6.

Technical Specifications
Parameter
Power Supply
Operating Current
Primary Protection

Sym
Vdd
Idd

Insulation Voltage
Working Temp
Soft Start Time
Dimension
Weight

7.

Soft
189.4

Min.
9
100

Typ.
Max.
12
18
800
1900
Fuse recommended
1500VDC
-40 ~ +80 (Refer to "Derating Curve")
80
100
120
95.1
41.2
300

Unit
V
mA

ms
mm
g

Revision History
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